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Abstract. 
The method of monotonization of difference schemes is being considered in the paper. The 
method was earlier proposed by the author for stationary problems. It is investigated in the paper 
more profoundly. The idea of the method is to build the monotonizing operators into the schemes 
so that the balance relations from point to point are not violated. Different monotonizing 
operators can be used to be installed in the schemes. Propositions concerning approximation and 
stability of the monotonized schemes are formulated and proved. Also a proposition significant 
for practical use of the schemes is formulated and proved. The idea is to use the monotonized 
schemes in the cases when the proposition conditions are fulfilled. The proposition is based on 
closeness of solutions of the initial and auxiliary schemes. Constructions for solving of time 
dependent problems are also written in the paper. One dimensional example and three-
dimensional hydrodynamic example are considered. The method allows to considerably decrease 
value of calculations in many cases. 
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1. Method construction. 
Let 
0)( uA  (1) 
is some difference scheme [1-4] for a stationary boundary-value problem. u  – is a mesh function 
nRu , (2) 
nR  – real n -dimensional space, A  is a finite dimensional operator (may be nonlinear): 
nn RR :A . (3) 
It is supposed that the problem may contain several variables and be multidimensional. For 
example if u  describes a three dimensional velocity ),,( zyx vvvv  and a pressure p  in a three-
dimensional parallelepiped then the dimension n  equals m4 : 
T
mmzzmyymxx ppvvvvvv ),...,,,...,,,...,,,...,( 1111u . (4) 
Here zyx NNNm  , where xN , yN  and zN  are mesh dimensions in the correspondent 
directions. Such notification is given here to represent a physical problem in the form (1). Further 
we shall use these single-indexed notification or multi-indexed notification of the variables of the 
multi-dimensional problems depending on the context and being ensured that a one-to-one 
correspondence is established between these two forms. It is supposed here that the scheme is 
constructed by the balance method or by the finite-difference approximation method. 
The solutions of such problems are often nonmonotonic (oscillating from point to point), 
and the mesh should be refined more than it is necessary to describe the being investigated 
function adequately. Note, that a nonmonotonicity means a nonmonotonicity in space (not in 
time) here, and it is the nonmonotonicity from point to point, i.e. oscillations take place at each 
or at almost each mesh step. And the exact continuous solution, for example in one dimensional 
case, may be nonmonotonic but it is monotonic in the intervals between extremes. 
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Methods of construction of monotonic difference schemes, different variants of smoothing 
operators for monotonization of the found solutions and some other related topics are considered 
in the papers [3-15] and others. Often such a monotonization disturbs balance equations. Some 
method of monotonization conserving balance equations was proposed by the author [16, 17]. 
This method is being investigated in this paper. The idea of the method is not to monotonize the 
found solution but to install the monotonizing operator into the difference scheme so that the 
solution will be already monotonized. Practically it is often possible to get similar results by 
monotonization of the found solution [9] despite the disturbance of the balance equations. 
Another way is to construct initially monotonous schemes. Comparison with the Flux-Corrected 
Methods [3,8] is more difficult because of their variety. May be some of such methods can be 
transformed to the form that discussed in this paper. But the method proposed in [16,17] is based 
on other ideas. It is mathematical and doesn’t use physical considerations. 
Let us describe the construction of the monotonization method. Note that here we speak 
not only about an unconditional monotonization but also about improvement of monotonicity 
properties in comparison with the initial scheme. The difference scheme (1) can be written in the 
form 
0))(( uDF  (5) 
where the operator D  calculates difference derivatives up to the necessary order and the operator 
F  describes physical laws. Usually operator D  is «explicit» – it calculates values of the 
derivatives by explicit formulas using several surrounding points of some pattern. If the solution 
of the scheme (5) is nonmonotonic then it is offered [16,17] to improve monotonicity properties 
by changing the operator D  by some “implicit” operator impD  
0))(( uDF imp , (6) 
which calculates the vector of derivatives from the vector of the mesh function as a solution of 
equation, i.e. there is an analogy with implicit schemes on time. Note here S.K. Godunov scheme 
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“cancellation of discontinuity” and TVD-scheme of Chakravarthy-Osher that produce monotonic 
solutions and calculate derivatives in different ways depending on some conditions [3,5,6,12]. 
Improvement of monotonicity properties can be considered as disappearing of the false 
extreme points, decreasing of oscillations amplitude, decreasing of the total fluctuation [12]. The 
operator impD  can be constructed of the operator D  and some monotonizing operator M  
applying some algorithm which will be described in what fallows. As a consequence of this 
procedure the monotonicity properties of the solution become improved under some usually 
fulfilled conditions. 
“Explicit” operators B  and C  can be constructed so, that 
.
0)(
Cvu
BvF


 (7) 
It leads to decrease of calculations amount. Here v  is an auxiliary mesh function, and u  is the 
desired solution. 
Constructively the operator impD  is derived in the following manner. Let for example a 
second order differential equation is under consideration. Let us write the scheme (5) in the form 
0),,( 21 uuDuF D , (8) 
where 1D  and 2D  are the operators that calculate the first and the second derivatives, 
correspondingly. 
Monotonizing (smoothing) operator in three-dimensional case like (4) with a regular mesh 
at each direction can be for example of the following form: 
 
.
22
22
226
1
,,1,,,,1,,
,,,1,,,,1,
,,,,1,,,,1
,,













 




kjikjikjikji
kjikjikjikji
kjikjikjikji
kji
uuuu
uuuu
uuuu
Mu
 (9) 
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Denotation kji ,,)(Mu  means the component kjiw ,,  of the vector Muw  , and the symbol u  
takes values xv , yv , zv  and p . Some complexity of the denotation caused by the fact that in 
three-dimensional case it is natural to understand vector u  as a vector consisting of vectors 
( xv , yv , zv , p ). Besides, the ranges of indexes alteration are not pointed out in (9) because they 
depend on mesh and region shape under consideration. We suppose that formula is defined in all 
those points ),,( kji  in which all the variables incorporated in the formula are defined. Another 
monotonizing operators can also be used. Two properties of the operator M  are essential in this 
paper: 1) if v  is a nonmonotonic mesh function, then monotonicity properties of the function 
Mv  are better, than monotonicity properties of the function v ; 2) if functions u  and v  differ 
little then monotonicity properties of the function Mv  are also better than monotonicity 
properties of the function u . Smoothing and averaging operators that reduce oscillations of mesh 
functions are being discussed for example in [7,9,10]. Variants of definition of monotonicity 
properties are discussed for example in [12,17]. 
To construct the monotonized scheme let us change the first argument in the scheme (8) 
by means of operator (9): 
0),,( 21 vDvDMvF . (10) 
As a result an auxiliary difference scheme is derived in which not only derivatives are 
approximated but the function is approximated as well. To distinguish the solution of this 
scheme from the solution u  of the scheme (8) we denote it v . But balance equations are written 
relatively to the function Mv  now. So we shall consider this function Mv  as a solution 
Mvy  . (11) 
It is convenient to solve the scheme (10), (11) in such a form but it is possible to write it in 
the usual form similar to (8) if M  is invertible: 
0),,( 12
1
1 
 yMDyMDyF . (12) 
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It is necessary to find derivatives as solutions of equations in such a form but may be it is more 
convenient to derive proofs for such a notation. 
Schemes (10), (11) and (12) are a new kind of schemes. In (10), (11) the operator M  can 
be degenerate and in (12) it should be nondegenerate. So the scheme (10), (11) is more widely 
applicable. 
Proposition 1. Approximation order of the scheme (10), (11) is greater or equal than the 
smaller of two numbers – approximation order of the scheme (8) and approximation order of 
monotonizing operator. 
Proof is evident. 
Proposition 2. Let the scheme (8) is linear. If there exists such 00 h  that the linear 
operators   22/ DDF   and M  are nondegenerate for any 0hh   then the scheme (12) is stable. 
h  here is ),,max( zyx hhh , xh , yh , zh  − mesh steps at x , y  and z  directions, correspondingly. 
  22/ DDF   is a linearization of F  respectively to the third argument. 
Proof. Since the operators   22/ DDF   and M  are nondegenerate for any 0hh   the 
operator   1MDDF  22/  is also nondegenerate for these h . The left side of (8) is 
    2211 /// DDFDDFuF   and the left side of (12) is 
    122
1
11 ///
  MDDFMDDFuF . The first member uF  /  in both operators doesn’t 
depend on h , so const/ 1  CuF . The second members   11/ DDF   and  
1
11/
 MDDF  
are proportional to 1h :   1211/
 hCDDF  and   1211
~
/   hC1MDDF . The third 
members   22/ DDF   and  
1
22/
 MDDF  are nondegenerate and proportional to 2h : 
  2322/
 hCDDF  and   23
1
22
~
/   hCMDDF . So (8) and (12) are nondegenerate for 
small enough h  and the schemes are stable. The proof is over. 
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Note. Matters of approximation and convergence are little incorrect in this context because 
approximation and convergence are limit concepts. But we here discuss a possibility of 
calculations with a large enough step, i.e. without converging of the step value to zero. 
Let now some positive functional )(uf  is defined at the set of mesh functions }{u  and this 
functional numerically characterizes the value of nonmonotonicity of the functions. Let this 
functional is Lipschitzian in C||||   norm: 
CKfff |||||)()(|:)( vuvuu  . (13) 
Proposition 3. Let at some h  0)( uf  where u  is a solution of the scheme (8) and 
kf )(Mu , 10  k . Let also 0||||  Cvu ,   ,  kK C ||||M  at this h  where v  is 
a solution of (10). Then 1)( kf Mv  where 








 CC Kkk
Kk ||||||||
1
MM
. (14) 
Proof. CCCC |||||||||||||||| MvuMMvMu  . Then |)()(| MvMu ff     
CC KK |||||||| MMvMu  . So 
),()(  vf , 
)(Mvf  )||||,||||()(  CC KkKkf MMMv   
and 1)( kf Mv  where 1k  is from the necessary interval. The proof is over. 
Note 1. Let the scheme (8) is linear and there exists such 00 h  that the linear operator 
  22/ DDF   is nondegenerate for any 01 hh  . Then   converges to zero like 
2h . 
Note 2. The norm of monotonizing operators is usually of unit order. If functional f  
means maximal change per mesh step then 2K .   for an oscillating function can be for 
example greater than h  and   in accordance with a scheme precision can be like 2h . So 
satisfaction of Proposition 3 conditions is a usual situation. The idea is to use monotonized 
schemes in cases when the proposition conditions are fulfilled. 
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It may be more difficult to distinguish operators 1D  and 2D  in nonlinear schemes and 
schemes constructed by balance method. But there also exist terms proportional to h/1  and 
2/1 h . And some attention to physical sense is need in these cases. Later there is an example of 
monotonization of nonlinear scheme. 
The possibility to find monotonic solution at less number of mesh points is essential in 
multidimensional problems. For example decreasing of the number of points by a factor of 5 in 
each direction for a three-dimensional problem causes decreasing of the total number of points 
by a factor of 125. Practically the necessary number of points usually can be determined by small 
changing of solution under reducing of the mesh step by factor of 2. Note that schemes 
considered in the paper [9] algebraically are not (10), (11) but (8) and further smoothing of the 
solution. 
Finally in this item let us construct conservative monotonized scheme for dynamical 
difference scheme 
),,()1(),,( 21
1
2
1
1
1
1
nnnnnn
nn
uDuDuFuDuDuF
uu



 

, ]1,0[ . (15) 
Applying the form (12) we derive 
),,()1(),,( 12
1
1
11
2
11
1
1
1
nnnnnn
nn
yMDyMDyFyMDyMDyF
yy






  (16) 
and using the auxiliary variable v  we derive 
.
),,,()1(),,(
111
21
1
2
1
1
1
1






nn
nnnnnn
nn
yMv
vDvDMvFvDvDMvF
Mvy

  (17) 
or in another form 
.
),,,()1(),,(
11
21
1
2
1
1
111




nn
nnnnnnnn
Mvy
vDvDMvFvDvDMvFMvv 
 (18) 
In all the forms (16)-(18) if 0  it is necessary to solve an equation 
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bMa   (19) 
at each iteration to find 1ny  or 1nv . 
2. One-dimensional scheme. 
Let us consider a boundary value problem: 
.)(,)(
,0
10
3210


nubUuaU
UkUkUkk
 (18) 
Now we construct a difference scheme for the problem (18). Let u  is a mesh function 
}{ iu , ni ,...,2,1  defined at the regular mesh }{ ix , ni ,...,2,1 , hxx ii 1 , ni ,...,2,0 . The 
values 0u  and 1nu  we consider as given boundary conditions. Let operators for calculation of the 
first and the second derivatives be the following: 
   
    ,,...,2,1,/)2(~1
,2/)(
~1
2
11222
1111
nihuuu
h
huu
h
iiiii
iiii




uDuD
uDuD
 (19) 
so we write the following difference scheme: 
    nikhkukhkh
iii
,...,2,1,0
~~
23121
2
0
2  uDuD , (20) 
where 0k , 1k , 2k , 3k  are real numbers. For the problem to be nondegenerate we assume 03 k . 
Thus a difference scheme of the second order approximation is constructed for the problem (18). 
Let us improve monotonicity properties of this scheme. 
Definition. We shall speak that a mesh function u  oscillates from point to point at the 
interval from k  to l  ( lik  ) when and only when inequalities ii uu 1  and ii uu 1  are 
satisfied for all even (odd) i  from the interval 11  lik  and inequalities ii uu 1  and 
ii uu 1  are satisfied for all odd (even) i  from this interval. 
The monotonizing operator M  let be the following 
  4/)2(2/)2/)(2/)(( 1111   iiiiiiii uuuuuuuMu . (21) 
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Note that such an operator is brought in the text-book [10] to filter pressure oscillations for 
calculation of their amplitude. 
Let the improvement of monotonicity properties be for example a decrease of maximal 
change of mesh function at the mesh steps: 
   ||max|)()(|max 1
1,...,1,
1
1,...,1,
ii
lkki
ii
lkki
uu  



MuMu . (22) 
Note 1. The function Mu  may be nonoscillatory at the considered interval where the 
function u  oscillates. 
Note 2. Precise clarification of the operator M  properties is not necessary in this paper but 
usually the fact is that it improves monotonicity properties of  the oscillating from point to point 
functions. 
Now we write the auxiliary difference scheme: 
      nikhkkhkh
iii
,...,2,1,0
~~
23121
2
0
2  vDvDMv , (23) 
and the monotonized solution 
  niy ii ,...,2,1 Mv . (24) 
It is possible to write difference scheme (20) in the form (8) 
0),,( 21 uDuDuF  (25) 
And the difference scheme (23), (24) in the form (10), (11) 
.
,0),,( 21
Mvy
vDvDMvF


 (26) 
Solutions of the systems (23) and (20) differ the following 
    0)(~~)( 23121202  vuDDMvEuvuE khkkhkh . (27) 
So if u  is nonmonotonic then conditions analogous to proposition 3 ones are also normally 
satisfied in this case. 
Note 1. Verification of the conditions can be done for example numerically. 
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Note 2. Solution of the scheme (23), (24) will be essentially more precise in the case if 
oscillations take place around the precise solution. 
An example of such a situation for a mesh of 11 points is given at fig. 1. Comparing with 
[17] 3k  is not small here against 1k . 
 
 
Fig. 1 Solutions of the eq. (20) – solid polygonal line, eq. (23) –it is almost coincide with 
the previous line and so invisible, and eq. (23), (24) – marked line at parameters values: 1x =0, 
4x =1, 0k =10, 1k =-5, 2k =30, 3k =-1, 1u =0.5, 4u =0.5. Solid curve is a solution at 100 point mesh 
which can be considered as almost precise one 
 
In [17] it is sown that smallness of 21hk  is not a necessary condition of more monotonicity 
of the function y  in comparison with the function u . Also it is shown there that determinant of 
(23) can be zero for some h  when determinant of (20) is nonzero, i.e. the solution of (23), (24) is 
not always better than the solution of (20). 
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3. Difference scheme for steady equations of incompressible liquid flow. 
It is possible to make analogous reasoning like in previous paragraph for linear 
multidimensional case. 
Check-up of the construction (10), (11) for steady equations of incompressible liquid flow 
showed that monotonicity properties of the solution essentially improve. Calculations were 
performed in a cubic area at a regular mesh but the method can be generalized for many other 
cases. To illustrate a calculation of a nonlinear physical problem using the scheme (10), (11) let 
us consider a problem that was investigated by the author while investigation of liquid flows 
through filter cells [18,19]. Consider a system of Navier-Stokes equations: 
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
 (28) 
Here ),,(),,,( zyx vvvtzyxv   is liquid velocity, p  – pressure,   – density,   – viscosity. A 
solution in a cubic area ],0[ Lx , ],0[ Ly , ],0[ Lz  is being considered. There are 
equal square holes on the opposite facets of the cube parallel to the plane Oyz  and pressure 
functions are given in the sections of these holes 
0),,0( pzyp  , 1),,( pzyLp  , ]
2
,
2
[, a
L
a
L
yx  . (29) 
Zero velocities are established at cube facets excepting the holes: 
0 zyx vvv . (30) 
And zero velocity derivatives are established at holes sections: 
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0








x
v
x
v
x
v zyx
. (31) 
Such boundary conditions are physically possible but they can cause nonmonotonicity of the 
solution under a large mesh step. 
Let us construct a simple difference scheme of the first order of approximation to avoid a 
detailed description. Let N  is some natural number which defines a regular mesh with a step h  
for all three directions: 
NLh / : ihxi  , jhy j  , khzk  , Nkji ,...,1,0,,  , (32) 
The mesh decomposes the area into 
3N  cubic cells. Let us search velocities and pressures 
in the centers of the cells. Approximation of the first and the second derivatives were similar to 
(19) for each direction. To approximate the first and the second derivatives near the boundaries 
the boundary conditions for the functions or their derivatives on the cell facets were used. To 
approximate pressure derivatives near the walls at orthogonal directions inner differences (right 
or left ones) were used. 
To solve the equations (28) in the difference form the following iterative procedure was 
performed: 
.div
,
1
11
1


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

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

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v
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v
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vvv
vv




 (33) 
Here the variables are considered as net variables  ijkzyx vvv vv  ),,( ,  ijkpp   and 
derivatives are considered as difference derivatives as described above. v  and p  are some 
iterative parameters, n  − number of iteration. After this procedure converged the variable p  can 
be considered as a dependent variable so we shall monotonize only v . The monotonized scheme 
is the following 
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,0div
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
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

 x
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v
y
v
x
v zyx
 (34) 
Variables xv , yv , zv  are not signified as vectors because they are components of 3-
dimensional vector  ijkzyx vvv vv  ),,( . But from the difference point of view they are the net 
functions. So xvM , yvM , zvM  are multiplications of matrix by vector. 
Let a monotonizing operator M  coincides (9). Note that in [17] the monotonizing operator 
was defined near the boundaries as well. So the results are different. The solution of the 
described problem at the 20×20×20 point mesh is shown at fig. 2. The solution u  of the scheme 
of (8) type is nonmonotonic. It has 316 extremes in the interior of the cubic region. The solution 
y  of the scheme of (10), (11) type is also nonmonotonic but it has only 112 extremes in the 
interior of the cubic region (an auxiliary function v  has 312 extremes). 
 
 
Fig. 2 The solution of the problem of liquid flowing through the filter cell: the scheme 
(8) – markers, and the scheme (10), (11) – solid line. The velocity xv  is shown on the line 
passing the centers of the holes. L =1/30 mm,  =1 mg/mm3,  =1.002 mm2/s, 1p  – atmospheric 
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pressure, 100010  pp  g/mm
2
 s
2
, N =20, the holes in the cube walls are the sum of boundary 
facets of the cells numbered 15,...,7,6, kj  
 
To characterize a sharpness of extremes let us introduce maximal change per step a  and 
maximal minimal change per step b  in a set S of extremes: 
.||minmax
,||maxmax
,,),,(
,,),,(




















uub
uua
ijk
HSkji
ijk
HSkji
ijk
ijk
 (35) 
Here u  is some net function and ijkH  is a set of net points { ),,1( kji  , ),,1( kji  , ),1,( kji  , 
),1,( kji  , )1,,( kji , )1,,( kji }. 
In the central part 
}15,,6:),,{(  kjikjiS  (36) 
u has 48 extremes with maximal change per step a=0.29 in them and y has 4 extremes with 
maximal change per step a=0.11 in them. The maximal minimal change of u  extremes in the 
central part is b=0.0012 and the same value for v  is b=1.410-15. 
So solutions of the monotonized schemes can be nonmonotonic. That is why we speak 
monotonization to be an improvement of monotonicity properties but don’t speak monotonized 
schemes to be always monotonous. 
 
Conclusion. 
A previously proposed by the author method for improving of monotonicity properties of 
some classes of difference schemes is described in the article. The monotonized schemes can be 
formulated respectively to a similar function as the being monotonizing ones. Propositions 
concerning improvement of monotonicity properties are formulated and proved. Relation of such 
a monotonization with approximation is shown and the proposition concerning stability is 
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proved. Many other properties are of more profound investigation which must be fulfilled more 
accurately. So it is out of the subject of this paper which reports some basic ideas of 
monotonized difference schemes constructing. Note that we speak not only about absolute 
monotonization but about improvement of monotonicity properties as well. I.e. the monotonized 
schemes generally speaking can be not monotonous in the sense of S.K. Godunov. But the 
propositions are new and they can be constructively applied in practical calculations.  
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